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 Gru and Dru go on a road trip together, for one last big heist of mysterious gold bars... in a junkyard! Your Likes make Audible
better! Publisher's Summary Our stories begin in this place. This is where our hero is to meet his long-lost, charming, cheerful,
and more successful twin brother Dru. Dru offers him a chance to team up for one last heist, but to do so they need to get to the
junkyard first. We learn that our hero is named Gru, Gru and Dru met in childhood, but because of an "unforeseen event", Gru
never met Dru's kids. Now that they are adults, they are finally going to meet again. Gru and Dru get to the junkyard first, but
unfortunately someone else gets there first, an insurance salesman, who wants them to participate in an experiment. Is there

something in the gold that will make the space-time continuum collapse? Can Gru and Dru steal the gold? What the Critics Say
"Swap the bathtub, kennel and watering hole for a junkyard, Gru escapes from a fourth dimension-meant to be a school trip-and
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crashes. This is a romp of classic genre stuff, using the unusual to re-invent the familiar...This is Gardner’s best book yet."
(AudioFile Magazine) "Don’t be fooled by the innocent cover, this book is a romp of adventure and wisecracking with the best
ending of the series yet." (Free Fall) "Wildly inventive...I enjoyed every minute of it, even after spending over two hours with
the characters." (Adam Blade) This is the last book in the Gru series by Jonathan Coulton (that I have read) and the best so far.

If you like reading of adventures and wonderful characters this is the book for you. (I like listening on my commute to and from
work) There are certain people you meet and you always think "it would be nice to do a heist with them" but that would be too

easy. Anyway this story starts with Gru finding his long lost brother Dru, (no sisters) and they both have a story that would
require them to go on a road trip together. After they find each other and find out that this is a time travel story (well not in the

way you think) 82157476af
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